AIR BP SHOWCASES ITS TECHNICAL SERVICES
CAPABILITIES AND GENERAL AVIATION
EXPERTISE AT MEBAA 2018
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Air BP returns to MEBAA as sponsor to showcase its technical services capabilities
and general aviation expertise in the region.
A new, dedicated general aviation fuel terminal at Al Maktoum International airport
(DWC) is set to open in 2019 with Air BP taking a lead role in its design.
Air BP continues to invest in the Middle East reinforcing its commitment to the region.

Air BP, the international aviation fuel products and service supplier, is delighted to
participate in MEBAA 2018 at Dubai World Central (DWC/OMDW) this week. The company
will be showcasing its technical services capabilities and general aviation expertise in the
Middle East, a region where it has been active for over 85 years.
Air BP’s technical services offer is a complete aviation fuel consultancy service tailored to
customers’ individual requirements. It includes a range of innovative technical services for
airports including the design, build and operation of fuelling facilities to help customers
manage their operations and associated risks. Air BP is currently providing technical
services to customers in 11 countries across the Middle East, including Al Maktoum
International airport, where the company was selected in 2015 as lead participant by the oil
companies joint venture to design a new general aviation fuel terminal. Work has just
commenced at the airport to connect the main fuel hydrant to the new general aviation
terminal, which is home to Jet Aviation, Jetex Flight Support, ExecuJet, DC Aviation and
Falcon Aviation, and is expected to be completed next year.
Other notable recent successes include a technical services agreement with ADNOC, at Abu
Dhabi International Airport (AUD/OMAA), to interlink two existing ship unloading lines at Anabeeb
fuel terminal, enabling greater efficiency and flexibility in fuel supply, plus the project management
of the tank farm refurbishment at Erbil International Airport (EBL/OREL) in the Kurdistan Region of
Iraq. This latter project is expected to commence next month and is anticipated to offer airlines
visiting the airport a more reliable fuel supply.
Air BP’s general aviation fuelling expertise is unique in the region and recognised by customers,
including the Emirates Airline Flight Training Academy at Al Maktoum International Airport, which
has a fleet of 22 trainer aircraft. Michel Saba, general aviation manager, Air BP Middle East, who
will be attending the show this week said: “The Middle East continues to be an important region for
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Air BP where we are continuing to invest and grow with our customers. We are seeing our general
aviation business grow ever stronger thanks to our experience in handling Avgas, which has led to
tie ups with customers such as the Emirates Flight Training Academy and the commissioning of
new fuel facilities at the Al Maktoum International airport general aviation terminal.”
Visitors to MEBAA will also have the opportunity to find out more about Air BP’s low carbon
solutions. Air BP is the first aviationfuel supplier to achieve carbon neutrality for its into-plane
fuelling services across its international network of 250 operated facilities. This includes Air BP’s
operations at two of the largest airports in the region – Dubai International and Sharjah
International.
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